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Introduction

We explore the usage of graph representations
to measure dialogue quality, as these enable the
explicit depiction of connectivity throughout and
across conversations.

Dialogue evaluation frameworks

Evaluation frameworks are categorized as:

▶ Human Annotation: Labor intensive,
Subjective, Inconsistent across experiments

▶ Automatic metrics: Require gold data,
Punish creativity and personalization

▶ Reference-free automatic metrics: Reactive,
Ignore content relevance

From previous work we observe that process-
ing interactions as simple trancripts is insuf-
ficient. We propose representing dialogue as
graphs, which can better express connectivity
and also serve as an explicit memory. Our eval-
uation framework is reference-free and considers
the interaction between both interlocutors.

Semantic quality in conversations

▶ Represents content, form, and metadata of
multimodal interactions

▶ RDF enables (partial) semantics and
reasoning

▶ Unique graphs arise from different
(sequence) of interactions

Interactions with the same agent result in a
series of graphs over time. A cumulative
graph can be seen as an Episodic Knowledge
Graph [1].

Experiments

Data: Types of conversations:
▶ Human-Human: Scripted dialogues between

Chandler and Monica in the Friends series.
▶ Human-Machine: Users interacting with our

tailored artificial agent.
▶ Machine-Machine: Blenderbot [2] chatting

with a tailored artificial agent or with
Eliza [3].

Method: We build graphs for these interac-
tions and compute 64 graph metrics, computed
on every turn to see the gradual changes in the
graph. We collect human judgments based on
the DSTC9 questionnaire [4]. Finally, we com-
pute correlations between the human annota-
tions and the graph metrics.

Results

Average node degree correlates with fluency.
A steep curve down signals a fluent conversation.
Human-Human conversations are the most flu-
ent; while Machine-Machine are the least fluent.

Graph sparseness correlates with the over-
all human rating. Successful conversations ex-
pand initially dense graphs. Similar to the pre-
vious, Human-Human are the most successful
conversations; however Machine-Machine con-
versations diverge.

Findings

Connectivity metrics such as average node de-
gree are able to measure changes in structure,
while sparseness also incorporates semantics.

Take away

Our results suggest that graph connectivity met-
rics can approximate both fluency and overall
human ratings. A fluid interaction is charac-
terized by the continuous introduction of new
entities. However, for a successful conversation,
these entities should be sufficiently semantically
related a) to the agent’s knowledge, and b) to
previous interactions.
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